Charge to the Jury.
Mr Justice Darling
told you how he was being put o££, whether because it could not
be done or not you need not trouble, but it was not done. Then
Mr. Martin was asked to tea, and he suffered from the symptoms
you hare heard, and he recovered. He told you how then he was
pressed again and again to go and have tea with the defendant,
and how it got to this, he was not asked to Mayfield, but the de-
fendant took to having his tea down at his office, it may be for a
perfectly good reason; he got a gas ring on which he could heat
some water, it may be for a perfectly good reason, but he kept on
pressing Mr. Martin to go and have tea with him in his office, and
Mr. Martin never would go, and never did go. Sir Henry Curtis
Bennett said there is nothing remarkable about it; Mr. Martin
took to having tea in his own office. So he did, but he told us
why, and the reason he gave was that he wanted to have an excuse
for not going to tea with the defendant.
Sir H. curtis bekxett—One reason.
Mr. justice cabling—One reason, and a very sufficient one.
It is not as though it suddenly occurred to both the defendant
and Mr. Martin that they would take tea in their office instead
of going home, but the defendant, having taken to it for some
reason or another, Mr. Martin took to it because, he told you,
he wanted to have a good excuse for not accepting these pressing
and constant invitations to go and have tea across the road.
Now, how comes this case of Mr. Martin to be important
here? That was a question of law which was argued when you
were not present in Court. It is purely a question of law. It
was submitted that Mr. Martin's case had nothing to do with this
one, and many cases were cited, some to show that it had and
some to show that it had not, and the conclusion at which I
arrived was that the evidence in Martin's case was material here
and should be heard by you. (And, let me tell you,, if I was
wrong in that, if I decided that point wrongly, and there is a
conviction in this case, that will be quite enough to upset the
whole proceedings.) Therefore you may depend upon it that I
gave my best consideration to it, and I came to the conclusion
that Martin's case has a bearing upon this one. What is the
bearing? The bearing is this, that it is of value as showing
that the defendant had arsenic in his possession., and that he
would use it to poison a human being. Let me say at once, if
he is not proved to have given arsenic to Mr. Martin with intent
to injure and kill him, if you come to the conclusion that he
did not do that, then all the evidence given in Martin's case
has no bearing whatever upon this case—none at all. But if you
come to the conclusion that he did give it, why, then, it has a bear-
ing, as showing that he had got poison and what he was pre-
pared to do with it; as showing that he was prepared not merely
to use it on dandelions and things of that kind, but that he
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